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Relativistic effects in (quantum) electromagnetism

High speeds, high accelerations, space-time curvature

Effects on entanglement

Polarization rotation

Gravitational phase

Unruh effect

...
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A path to emulation on Earth

Macroscopic Maxwell’s equations

∇ ·D = 0, ∇ · B = 0,

∂tB = −∇× E,

∂tD = ∇×H.
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M = I in an empty a flat spacetime
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A path to emulation on Earth

Space-time geometry induces certain constitutive relations1:
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1J. Plebanski, “Electromagnetic waves in gravitational fields”,
Physical Review 118, 1396–1408 (1960).
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The constitutive relations depend on the space-time metric g .
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g00
, χ = −γ =
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1J. Plebanski, “Electromagnetic waves in gravitational fields”,
Physical Review 118, 1396–1408 (1960).
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A path to emulation on Earth

Main idea2

Empty space Maxwell’s equations in a general gravitational field
are equivalent to

Maxwell’s equations in a material medium in flat spacetime.

2J. Plebanski, “Electromagnetic waves in gravitational fields”,
Physical Review 118, 1396–1408 (1960).
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A way to emulate them on Earth: Metamaterials

If we can fabricate a medium M(g)

EM inside the medium emulates EM in a space-time g

3U. Leonhardt and T. G. Philbin, “Chapter 2: transformation optics and the
geometry of light”, Progress in Optics Volume 53, edited by E Wolf, 69–152 (2009).

4T. G. Philbin et al., “Fiber-optical analog of the event horizon”, en,
Science 319, PMID: 18323448, 1367–1370 (2008).
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A way to emulate them on Earth: Metamaterials

If we can fabricate a medium M(g)

EM inside the medium emulates EM in a space-time g

Previous related work3,4. White holes in optical fibers.

Nature does not provide arbitrary M(g): Metamaterials

3U. Leonhardt and T. G. Philbin, “Chapter 2: transformation optics and the
geometry of light”, Progress in Optics Volume 53, edited by E Wolf, 69–152 (2009).

4T. G. Philbin et al., “Fiber-optical analog of the event horizon”, en,
Science 319, PMID: 18323448, 1367–1370 (2008).
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Metamaterials

Assemblies of multiple individual elements (meta atoms)

Arranged in periodic patterns

Features much smaller than the wavelength
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Assemblies of multiple individual elements (meta atoms)

Arranged in periodic patterns

Features much smaller than the wavelength

∆x
∆y

∆z
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Design and fabrication of M(g)

∆x
∆y

∆z

Challenges:

1 Given a general M, lattice ? inclusion polarizability ?

2 Fabricate them
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A conservation law inherent in general relativity

Helicity is preserved in a gravitational field5

5I. Bialynicki-Birula, “Photon wave function”, in Progress in optics, Vol. Volume
36, edited by E. Wolf (Elsevier, 1996), pp. 245–294.
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A conservation law inherent in general relativity

Helicity is preserved in a gravitational field5

Λ = J·P
|P|

, Λ (E± iH) = ± (E± iH) = ±G±

Interpretation in the plane wave decomposition

ΛG+ = G+ ΛG− = −G− ΛG 6= cG

5I. Bialynicki-Birula, “Photon wave function”, in Progress in optics, Vol. Volume
36, edited by E. Wolf (Elsevier, 1996), pp. 245–294.
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Helicity preserving vs. non-preserving

a)

General

b)

Special
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Important constrain

Emulation of space time geometry =⇒ helicity preserving object
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Important constrain

Emulation of space time geometry =⇒ helicity preserving object

How to fabricate helicity preserving objects ?
How to fabricate angular momentum preserving objects ?

We make them rotationally symmetric
Angular momentum generates rotations:
Rz(α) = exp(−iαJz)

Helicity generates duality transformations: D(θ) = exp(−iθΛ):

E → Eθ = E cos θ −H sinθ,

H → Hθ = E sinθ +H cos θ,

Helicity conservation ≡ duality symmetry

12 / 23



Helicity preservation

Helicity is preserved in free-space propagation

6I. Fernandez-Corbaton et al., “Electromagnetic duality symmetry and helicity
conservation for the macroscopic maxwell’s equations”,
Physical Review Letters 111, 060401 (2013). 13 / 23
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Helicity preservation

Helicity is preserved in free-space propagation
Microscopically: Not preserved in interaction with charges
(ups!)

It turns out6,7 that decoupled evolution equations for each helicity
can be obtained in :
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Dipolar approximation
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Helicity preserving meta-atoms

One (only ?) way of making an helicity preserving media is by
using helicity preserving meta-atoms8.

∆x
∆y

∆z

8I. Fernandez-Corbaton and G. Molina-Terriza, “Role of duality symmetry in
transformation optics”, Physical Review B 88, 085111 (2013).
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Helicity preserving meta-atoms

One (only ?) way of making an helicity preserving media is by
using helicity preserving meta-atoms8.

∆x
∆y

∆z

Do they exist ? Yes

8I. Fernandez-Corbaton and G. Molina-Terriza, “Role of duality symmetry in
transformation optics”, Physical Review B 88, 085111 (2013).
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Helicity preserving meta-atoms

In the dipolar approximation

Individual small dielectric spheres and

Individual conducting helices

Can be engineered to be helicity preserving
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Helicity preserving meta-atoms

In the dipolar approximation

Individual small dielectric spheres and

Individual conducting helices

Can be engineered to be helicity preserving
Their collective response will be helicity preserving

∆x
∆y

∆z

∆s
∆s

∆s
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Dielectric spheres9

log10(Pflip/Ptotal )

9X. Zambrana-Puyalto et al., “Dual and anti-dual modes in dielectric spheres”,
Optics Express 21, 17520–17530 (2013).
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Dielectric spheres9

log10(Pflip/Ptotal )

λ0 = 780nm,

radius
r = 130nm

n =
√
ǫ =2.55

10−3.5 flip

9X. Zambrana-Puyalto et al., “Dual and anti-dual modes in dielectric spheres”,
Optics Express 21, 17520–17530 (2013).
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Design and fabrication of M(g)

Challenges:

1 Given a general M, lattice ? inclusion polarizability ?
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Design and fabrication of M(g)

Challenges:

1 Given a general M, lattice ? inclusion polarizability ?

2 Fabricate them

For the first one,

One piece of the puzzle

Helicity preserving meta-atoms: Restricted polarizability
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Assume the challenges are solved

Test relativistic effects in electromagnetism

Table top platform
Test bed for satellite based experiments10

10D. Rideout et al., “Fundamental quantum optics experiments conceivable with
satellites—reaching relativistic distances and velocities”, en,
Classical and Quantum Gravity 29, 224011 (2012).
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Assume the challenges are solved

Test relativistic effects in electromagnetism

Table top platform
Test bed for satellite based experiments10

Gravitational waves effects

External perturbations like
Strong EM fields, pressure, temperature
Perturb M =⇒ Perturb g

Emulate exotic g ’s

non-physical stress energy tensors
negative pressure (cosmology)

10D. Rideout et al., “Fundamental quantum optics experiments conceivable with
satellites—reaching relativistic distances and velocities”, en,
Classical and Quantum Gravity 29, 224011 (2012).
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Conclusions

Metamaterials capable of emulating relativistic effects in EM

Test bed / complement to satellite experiments
Emulation / simulation only option for some extreme
conditions
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Conclusions

Metamaterials capable of emulating relativistic effects in EM

Test bed / complement to satellite experiments
Emulation / simulation only option for some extreme
conditions

Challenges remain in design and fabrication

Future work: Lots of it

Thank you for your time
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Helicity and duality in light matter interactions

Promote use of helicity/duality in light matter interactions
11,12,13,14,15,16,17
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Emulation of gravitons with photons

A related but different topic
Can we emulate graviton scattering off classical massive objects
using electromagnetic scattering ?

Gin S Gout
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Emulation of gravitons with photons

A related but different topic
Can we emulate graviton scattering off classical massive objects
using electromagnetic scattering ?

Gin S Gout

Graviton: massless, spin-2, helicity ±2

Photon: massless, spin-1, helicity ±1

Two entangled photons, helicity ±2, 0
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Proposals for experiments using satellites
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